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by Peter Lim

here are about 20,000 autistic
children in Singapore. Based
on our five-year research here,
we believe that the number could be
between 50,000 to 100,000, including
adults, due to sexual permissiveness. It
is caused by a virus called R1H2 found
in the mother’s womb where the unborn
baby resides. It attacks the brain of the
unborn male, while usually attacking
the womb of the unborn female. In the
process, some may migrate to the brain.

Research in the United States found
that out of 200 autistic children studied,
99.9% were traced to this virus. This
virus is carried by a partner/spouse or
both, and could either be passed down
from previous generations or started by
the immediate family, through sexual
intimacy. But once treated using “energy
medicine” in our research, the virus
when completely removed, will not return
unless associated again with a carrier.
Autism caused by pathogens such
as bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites,
allergies, tumours or toxins other than
R1H2 is not usually passed down to the
next generation.
If the carrier is the husband, 100% of the
wife will be affected to affect every child
born, with hardly any exceptions. If the
carrier is the wife, about 20 to 30% of
the husband will be affected. This virus
is in the blood and migrating, usually
attacking the brain, liver, kidneys, and
the sexual organs of both sexes.

Symptoms and
Health Challenges

Symptoms of autism will usually not
be noticed until the brain is being

attacked, to create brain and organ
dysfunctions. But once attacked and
affecting the cerebrum and cerebellum,
it could cause organ dysfunctions,
affecting speech, sight, hearing and
focus, with migraines, sleep disorders,
hyper-activities and temper, motion
instability and pain at the shoulder-neck
and spine. Children with autism often
live in their own world and are antisocial. Some experience all these as
early as during childhood, while others
during adolescence and adulthood.
Some women do not experience the
crises affecting the brain, but the
virus is creating havoc in the womb.
Some reported continual miscarriages,
inability to give birth, or having
children born with abnormal growth.
Others have fibroids, ovarian cysts,
endometriosis, irregular menses, heavy
discharge and even womb cancer. In
recent times, we have traced the virus
to affect cancer of the brain, kidneys,
liver, womb and prostate. In one case,
we found the virus was the cause of two
strokes and two heart attacks in spite of
four heart stents placed just two years
before, with 50 to 75% blockages.
The continual migraine attacks had
narrowed the blood vessels to lead to
strokes and heart attacks. This virus
could lead to Parkinson’s disease!

There is Hope of Recovery

Up to recent times, there is little hope
of recovery for those who are attacked
by the autism virus. The situation

will usually get worse and worse. But
there is great hope from our research
discoveries. Out of 300 cases studied
here using “energy medicine”, 90%
had recoveries of about 70 to 90%
depending on the severity. The earlier
the treatment, the better the chances.
But there is still hope for those severely
affected, but with lesser results. This
paves the way to meaningful parental
and professional interventions for
character building and skills.
In recent times, we have had evidence
the virus could be removed within three
months; and repair of the brain, womb
and sexual organs could be by stem cell
energy from six to 24 months. The 10%
not benefitting from this are those who do
not comply. Every case that follows the
guideline will have almost 100% hope.
Once the virus is detected in a child or a
parent, it is wise for the rest of the family
members to be checked, and to link to
the families of the siblings, to put an end
to this virus misery and to prevent the
effect on future generations. A number of
children could now even talk, with better
behaviour and focus. This “energymedicine” could be an answer to over
90% of our other health challenges, with
no side effects and for all ages!
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